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FRIENDS &Family
Miracles happen because of you

Last Resort Medication
Assistance Program
You bring life-saving medication to patients with cancer
Battling cancer is emotionally and physically draining for most
patients, but it can also take a financial toll. Oral chemotherapy and
support medications are very expensive – typically thousands of
dollars every month – and are often beyond what low-income patients
can afford, even with insurance. This forces many people to make
difficult and dangerous decisions about their treatment – and their
lives. Some patients take smaller doses than prescribed to stretch
their medications and others delay purchasing them altogether.
Fortunately, your support of HSHS St. Nicholas Foundation is creating
a solution – the Last Resort Medication Assistance Program. Funded
entirely by donations, this program will truly be a last resort for
those struggling to pay for their prescription oral chemotherapy and
support medications.
When they are diagnosed, every patient speaks with a financial
counselor who determines the level of assistance they need. The
counselor also investigates assistance opportunities outside of
the hospital such as national foundations and pharmaceutical
manufacturers. Unfortunately, many of these programs only cover
certain types of cancer and some require patients to pay a portion
of their annual income before assistance kicks in. Because of these
restrictions, many patients at HSHS St. Nicholas Hospital are still in
great need of help.
These patients will soon have somewhere to turn because of your
generosity. By applying for the Last Resort Medication Assistance
Program, eligible individuals will receive up to $1,000 in assistance
each year.
By reducing the financial barriers to care, you are giving patients in
need the medications to treat their cancer and save their lives. You
are carrying out St. Nick’s mission to embody Christ’s healing love for
all people. Thank you!

Growing Cancer Services
More patients are getting the care
they need close to home because
of you
With your support, cancer services
at HSHS St. Nicholas Hospital
have been growing and expanding
in recent years. You completely
renovated the radiation oncology
suite offering patients more comfort
and privacy. That same year, you
purchased a state-of-the-art linear
accelerator to enhance radiation
treatment.
You offer support services that
make the difficult journey to
remission easier to bear. Donated
wigs, scarves and accessories
available in the Brighter Side
Boutique help countless women feel
beautiful again.
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Thank You for Standing with Us
You cared for us through COVID-19
Comprehensive services through Anew
Cancer Survivorship focus on nutrition,
emotional wellness and spiritual
support in addition to physical health.
When that last day of treatment finally
comes, you help survivors celebrate
and commemorate the moment with
a “Rad Grad” mug. They are also
encouraged to add their thumb print
to the survivors’ mural. All of these
gestures and support services, funded
by donations, help our patients know
they are not alone in this fight.
As we look to the future, your
generosity will continue this
momentum as services expand,
providers are added and capacity
increases. You are giving patients
with cancer the life-saving care they
need close to home and close to their
friends and family.

Double or Triple
Your Giving

Employer Gift Matching

As we moved through March and April
this year, each day felt like a recognition
of an eerie landmark from the year
before. The stay-at-home order, the CDC
mask mandate, the closure of elective
surgeries… the darkened halls and closed
doors. Yet, as much as we remember the
darkness of those times, we recognize
the bright light that you were to all of us
at HSHS St. Nicholas Hospital.
When you saw the international news,
you thought of us. When you heard about the PPE shortage, you
thought of us. When you knew that health care workers were
going to need support, you thought of us. We will never forget
the phone calls to say, “I can help!”, the generous checks that
arrived or the donated items left at our chapel doors.
So little was known about the future then, and one year later –
we all still feel the darkness at times. HSHS St. Nicholas Hospital
is incredibly privileged to be in the middle of a community that
doesn’t hesitate to turn on the lights and carry us through.
Your generosity has truly
made all the difference
for us. It has made us
stronger together. Thank
you for all you did to care
for us while we cared for
Sheboygan County.

Many employers encourage their employees to support nonprofits by
offering a matching gift program. Sometimes they even double or triple
your gift to our hospital! Many companies also match gifts from retirees
and spouses.
Every employer’s program is different, so ask your HR representative if
your company has a matching gift program today.

